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After decades working on stage, television and radio, Ruby Wax has
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recently changed direction.
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She qualified in Psychotherapy and studied in Neuroscience and now
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runs management workshops for business leaders enabling them to find
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a deeper and more direct level of communication with their clients and
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colleagues. Her workshops combine humour with scientific and theoretical
learning and normally involve practical exercises. Ruby’s participants leave
with a set of tools helping them create a climate of positivity, resulting in
more effective teams, so directly impacting their organisation.
David Magliano - MBE
David played a lead role in two high-profile bids of recent times: as
Director of Commercial and Marketing at England 2018, and as Director of
Marketing at London 2012.
In both cases David’s responsibilities included devising the positioning
strategy, designing the technical submissions, creating the marketing
materials and producing the large-scale events associated with presenting
the bid to the electorate.
Richard Newman
Richard Newman has worked with advanced communication skills since
1995, training over 15,000 people from 45 countries. Last year his team
helped their clients win additional contracts worth over £1.6 billion.
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